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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

GameLink Upgrades Streaming Video Infrastructure and Backs it with a Global Quality Guarantee 

(San Francisco, CA) April 20, 2012 – Video-on-demand provider, GameLink.com, has announced a 
worldwide quality guarantee for movies streamed from their video delivery network.  
 
The video-on-demand innovator spent a solid year upgrading their streaming infrastructure in order to 
deliver high-quality video to every corner of the Earth. GameLink currently provides worldwide reach 
from data centers located in North America, Europe, and the Pacific Rim. The 16 distribution hubs 
located at international network access points provide dramatic video quality improvements and an 
overall richer video experience by making movies available from the same internet peering points used 
by the viewer’s ISP. The result: less buffering.  
 
With over 80,000 movies now streaming from these data centers, GameLink now delivers the largest 
catalog of adult movies at the highest streaming quality. 
 
“We worked for more than a year to completely overhaul our entire streaming infrastructure and 
underlying technology to stream the highest quality movies internationally to all devices,” says 
GameLink executive,  Andrew Sullivan.  “We now deliver a premium viewing experience to PCs, TVs, 
smart phones and tablets around the world by streaming from 16 global locations.  We want to 
celebrate this landmark and highlight our industry-leading commitment to customer service by 
guaranteeing the quality of our product – globally! In addition to adding locations in seven countries, 
GameLink has complimented its strong West Coast presence by adding locations on the East coast, the 
Midwest and Southwest.” 

GameLink remains on the cutting edge to deliver the best streaming video in the industry. With this 
move to upgrade data centers and file types, customers will experience vastly improved video quality as 

http://www.gamelink.com/
http://www.gamelink.com/content.jhtml?id=global-quality-guarantee


well as improved compatibility with even more devices, including PC, Mac, mobile, tablets, and Kindle 
Fire. 
 
GameLink invites customers to test both their network and their superior customer service response 
team. If customers in any location experience any significant problems with their streaming quality, they 
can contact GameLink for immediate assistance. 
 
Customers can reach the GameLink Customer Service Department at 1-800-944-3933 (US and Canada) 
and +1-415-575-9700 (all other countries) during the hours of Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm and  
Sat-Sun 9am - 5pm (PST). 

See the GameLink global guarantee and video delivery coverage map for more details.  
 
About GameLink 
 
GameLink was established in 1993 and has become a leading adult retail and video-on-demand 
platform. The San Francisco-based company is one of the largest adult VOD platforms, currently offering 
over 80,000 movies in streaming, downloadable, and mobile formats. GameLink has established an 
industry-leading reputation for innovative video-on-demand and eCommerce solutions. Visit 
gamelink.com for more information. 

 
LINKS: 
 
GameLink Guaranteed Quality Map 
http://www.gamelink.com/content.jhtml?id=global-quality-guarantee 
 
Website: 
http://www.gamelink.com 
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